
The world’s fastest and most popular data room now has  
innovative features that add speed and value to every 
phase of your deal lifecycle. 

We started all this. But we never stop 
improving.
As the pioneer of the virtual data room for secure,  
high-value transactions, we know how to connect and 
transform the dealmaking ecosystem and enhance shared 
processes across the entire deal lifecycle. That’s what we 
do. In fact, that’s all we do.

The market has changed. Deals need to be done faster and 
better. So we went back to work – back to the basic idea 
that started all this: to make it easier for professionals 
across the dealmaking spectrum to feel absolutely 
confident in their dealmaking technology, so they can 
focus on the deal itself.

So, what’s new?
This new release of the Intralinks Virtual Data Room 
features a number of new and refined capabilities designed 
to increase your dealmaking productivity.

• Vastly improved user navigation. A new intuitive interface 
that responds as quickly as you do to fast-breaking 
dealmaking decisions – now with the capability of 
multitasking between data rooms for unrivaled efficiency.

• Updated Intralinks VDR for mobile. A feature–rich mobile  
VDR app that keeps your deals moving – even while you’re  
on the move.

• Streamlined user invitations. An elegant, simplified process 
for adding users to your data room.

• Faster data room setup. Enhanced drag-and-drop 
capabilities that let you upload entire folder structures and 
documents to a VDR from desktop.

Making a deal? Make it safer, simpler and smarter  
in a New Intralinks Virtual Data Room
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Our goal is to help you meet yours.
We’re continuously adding new features to the Intralinks platform, with 

the goal of helping you prepare your data rooms faster and execute 

better. Our team works hard to make dealmaking tools intuitive and 

technology transparent, and to automate time-consuming tasks that 

can distract you from making the best deals, every time.

Find out more about our recently released M&A Workflow™ 

feature that streamlines third-party approvals and other 

new Intralinks tools for accelerating deals.

Updated Mobile App
Access your data rooms from anywhere, anytime, on iOS and Android devices, to perform 
common data room tasks like document review and permission management.

I N T R A L I N K S  M & A  W O R K F L O W

Drag & Drop Folder Upload
Upload entire folder structures and documents to a VDR simply 
and fast from your desktop to VDR web application.
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